Estimation of simulated phosphene size based on tactile perception.
Clinical trials have successfully shown that a visual prosthesis can elicit visual perception (phosphenes) in the visual field. Psychophysical studies based on simulated prosthetic vision offer an effective means to evaluate and refine prosthetic vision. We designed three experiments to examine the effect of phosphene luminance, flicker rate, and eccentricity on the ability to estimate simulated phosphene sizes using tactile perception. Thirty subjects participated in the three experiments. There was a linear increase in reported size as visual stimulus size increased. Judgment was significantly affected by stimulus luminance and eccentricity (P < 0.05) but not by flicker rates. Brighter stimuli were perceived as being larger, and the more eccentric the position, the larger the estimated size. These simulation studies, although idealized, suggested that tactile perception is a potential way to estimate phosphene sizes.